
1603: James Stuart 
becomes first King 

of England and 
Scotland

1642 – 1651: 
English Civil War

1649 – 1660: 
Interregnum

1660: Restoration 
of the Stuart 

monarchy

1700’s: The Slave 
Trade becomes one 
of Britain’s biggest 

businesses.

1789 – 1807: 
William Wilberforce 

campaigns for 
abolition of slavery

1833: Act passed 
granting freedom 
to all slaves in the 

British Empire.

1775 – 1783: 
American 

Revolution for 
Independence.

1857: Indian 
Mutiny

1818 – 1919: 
Scramble for Africa

1760 – 1840: 
Industrial 

Revolution

1832 – 1866: A 
number of Cholera 
epidemics hit the 

UK

1811 – 1813: 
Luddites

1833 & 1842: Child 
Labour reforms.

19th Century: Public 
Health Acts

1838 – 1848: 
Chartist Movement

1888: Jack the 
Ripper terrorises

Whitehall

April 1912: The 
RMS Titanic sinks

1897 – 1918: 
Suffrage Movement

1918: Women gain 
the right to vote

Year 8 History: Protest, Rebellion and Revolution
Key Questions: 

1. How were people ruled?                                     
2. What was life like?                                                
3. What did people believe?                                   
4. What continued and changed?
5. How significant was the 

period?
6. How do we know about the 

period?

How significant were the 
Stuarts?

What was life like as a 
slave?

What was the British 
Empire?

What was life like during 
the Industrial Revolution?

How did people lead 
change during the Industrial                               

R           revolution?

What was wrong with 
society in the 1900’s?



The British Empire







Knowledge Organiser Year 8 Industrial Revolution

1708 Jethro 
Tull's
mechanical 
(seed)  sower led 
to large-scale  
planting in rows,  
for easier  
cultivation
between the  
rows.

1709 
Abraham
Darby used  
coke to smelt  
iron ore,  
replacing  
wood and  
charcoal as
fuel.

1712 Thomas
Newcomen built first  
commercially  
successful steam  
engine. Able to keep  
deep coal mines clear  
of water. First
significant power
source other than 
wind  and water.

1733 John
Kay's 
flying  
shuttle  
invented,  
this sped  
up hand  
weaving of
cloth.

1761 James
Brindley's  
Bridgewater  
Canal 
opens.  
Barges  
carried coal  
from
Worsley to  
Manchester

1765 James
Hargreaves  
invented  
the Spinning 
Jenny,  
automated  
an aspect of
weaving  
cloth.

1779 First steam
powered cotton mills  
developed. 
Crompton's  "mule" 
combined  
Hargreaves'
and Arkwright's 
machines, fully  
automating the  
weaving process.

1793- 1803
Thomas Telford  
built his two  
great iron  
aqueducts, over  
the Dee and the  
Cierog valleys.

1801 Robert
Trevithick  
demonstrate  
d steam 
locomotive.

1811-15 Luddite
riots: labourers
attacked factories  
and broke up the  
machines they  
feared would  
replace them.

Key Words Key Words

Industrial  
Revolution

The transformation of the economy, the environment and
living conditions in the 18th century. The industrial revolution  
involved the use of steam engines and the use of machinery in 
factories. There were also changes in transport, communication 
and  the population grew rapidly

Textile

e.g.  
Cotton

A fabric made out of cotton, demand of the people encouraged inventors to 
mechanize manufacturing, power looms being the first machine in 1815. Raw 
cotton was imported  from India and America and made into textiles (cotton) 
in rapidly expanding factories in UK.

Cottage  
industries

Before the growth a factories and mass production goods were
made inside the homes of the crafts people on a small scale. For
example merchants delivered raw materials for weaving to the
home of crafts people to weave into cloth.

steam  
engine

A machine that turns the energy released by the burning of fuel into motion. 
Thomas Newcomen built the first crude but working steam engine in 1712. 
James Watt vastly  improved his device in the 1760's and 1770's. Steam 
power was later applied to moving  machinery in factories and to powering 
ships and locomotive.

Mass  
production

The manufacture of many identical products by the division of
labour into many small repetitive tasks. This method was
introduced into the manufacture of pottery by Josiah
Wedgwood and into the spinning of cotton thread by Richard
Arkwright. This is associated with factories.

turnpike  
trusts

Turnpike trusts were bodies set up by Parliament, with powers to collect road 
tolls (payment for people using roads). The money paid as a toll was used for 
the up keep of  roads during the 18th and 19th centuries.

Spinning  
Jenny Invented in 1764, the Jenny was a machine that drew out cotton 

fibres and twisted them into thread.

toll roads
Roads managed by turnpike trusts,

Coke
Invented in 1709 by Abraham Darby. Coke was used to make low 
quality iron. It is a type of fuel made by removing the impurities 
from  coal.

child  
labour

Children starting from age 5 or 6 used for work because they were cheap 
labour, docile and nimble

Key Knowledge
By 1854, nearly 100 million people used the railways annually. The railways 
allowed for the development of many trades and businesses. Huge supply 
industries emerged  to manufacture the locomotives, rails and other 
equipment too . The railways  improved greatly the diet of city dwellers, by 
allowing fresh milk and meat to be  delivered far more quickly and enabled fish 
and chips, which hitherto had only been  available in seaside towns, to become 
a national dish. Professional football became  possible too.

Key Knowledge
The population grew 1750: 11 million 1825: 21 million 1900 40 million. Many people 
moved from the countryside to rapidly expanding cities. In 1750 most people worked at 
agriculture or cottage  industries. B1900 most people worked in factories in cities. By 
1750 people did not understand that _dirt and germs made them ill. Understanding of 
medicine  developed and by 1900 doctors understood how to use anaesthetics in 
operations. And how  overcrowding in cities caused disease. In 1750 the only ways to 
get around were , by foot or by  horse. By 1900 there were many roads canals and 
railways which could transport goods.

http://www.victorianweb.org/technology/sj.html
http://www.victorianweb.org/technology/inventors/arkwright.html
http://www.victorianweb.org/technology/railway1.html
http://www.victorianweb.org/technology/railway1.html

